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Les Courtes solo
Mike Coleman

One may pay one's entrance fee which upon later summation one may con
sider to be excessive in the extreme and enter into the Argentiere room. Here,
one will find an Alpine gallery of supreme preciousness with gaunt buttresses
of fine granite and crystalline ice hanging from the blue wall of the sky. Each
peak is framed in silver and arranged with the deft care of the master for just
as lesser gems are used to foil the finest jewel so the lesser spires of the Courtes
and Verte seem to brighten the light which is the centre piece, Les Droites,
larger and set more splendidly than all the others.

By my side stands Jean-Paul Duvalier, a young Frenchman from Marseille,
who, with another, had accompanied me upon the hut march, a sweaty, re
vealing interlude. I have never climbed with a 'local'; however, I had observed
the extraordinary fitness of many, the strong discipline which powered each
early morning rise and the apparent nonchal~ncewhich inspired their climbing.
I had noticed also the spruceness of even the most accomplished 'local' climbers
which seemed to me, in company with the lavishness of some Alpine huts,
to be contradictory to the finer prerogative of the climber in which the adorn
ment of the spirit is supreme over the adornment of the person. Of course, the
two are not mutually exclusive. Perhaps we forget this? Duvalier, however, was
exceptional. He looked as dishevelled as myself and, but for his equipment and
language, may easily have been mistaken for a British alpinist. He spoke with
feeling for the mountains outside their convenience as objects upon which to
climb. He spoke with seething castigation upon the excesses of the huts, but
fell into silence as his gaze turned again to the Argentiere wall. I felt at ease
with him. I was most disappointed when he frowned upon my proposal to
climb the Swiss Direct upon Les Courtes solo.

Though refreshed from an enormous serving of hot fruit juice I left the mint
complacency of the new Argentiere hut with not a little discomfiture. The hut
waitresses had charged about their not too onerous business with an irritability
so conspicuous that the sharpness of their response to my request for hot water
cut through my happy anticipation with the short pain of the swiftest blade.
I was sorry that this irritability should be the most obvious impression of the
hut. However, I departed and left the business of climbing business to those
who would seek their own peculiar solace from it. The time was hardly 6.30
in the evening.

At 9.00pm I turned upon my back and banished any further thought of a few
hours sleep. The diligent gnomes of the night who are always so su ccessful in
protecting my hours of slumber were obviously quite ineffective so early in
the evening, though my bedchamber of boulder-strewn moraine could not have
encouraged them in their task. The evening was lightly dark: the moon rose
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surely, casting its sparkling light upon the jewelled snows; a trace of cloud
seemed to beckon the forecast deterioration in the fine weather. It was a
superb Alpine evening conjouring impressions which it is impossible to re
create elsewhere. However, this serenity was not fully matched in my own
thoughts upon my objective. There was a slight wind which was a little chilling;
however, in moments of lull the still air was warm and I could not believe that
it was freezing much below 3500 m. I felt confirmed in this as I paddled across
the glacier. I reasoned that I should require greatest security upon the upper
snow slopes where what little frost the night should bring would provide that
security. My dilemma was the slush whi(;;, hung from the lower slopes.

There is an appalling tediousness in much of snowlice climbing; the sameness
of so many hundreds of feet, differentiated neither by their structural unique
ness nor by the act of ascent. One does not recall the individuality of pitches
which may be a feature of climbing upon rock-but the finer precariousness of
climbing upon ice provides, later, a stimulus for one's recollections. But these
memories are not compartmentalised; it is no longer relevant to pin-point the
exact locations to which these recollections refer. And so it should be. May
one's fireside impressions not exist in splendid isolation from the real events
to which they refer without their worth being determined by their relativity
to exact position, pitch, time of day? I think so. Recollections have their own
substance.

I rested, not a little tired, as I had planned to do, and therefore only after I
had meticulously prepared my resting place, above the first steep ice barrier.
One must overcome this to enter the prominent couloir which is the inspiration
for the direct route; one approaches it via a lesser couloir which rises between
two rock buttresses. I had examined this barrier at length as soon as I was close
enough, but the evening, though light, was still too dark to be decisive about
'this way' or 'that way'. I merely followed the best ice, my indecision finding
no resolution for I moved only in the general direction of up and leftwards, a
line which was more or less erratic as the ice improved or deteriorated, as it did
often for I was climbing across the grain; furthermore, as I have said, the night
was warm. And now, standing stiffly to attention above the problem chewing
dried banana I could be very objective and disregard all suggestions that the
barrier was difficult. Precarious-yes, Difficult-no!

Several hundred feet above this point I rested again. The couloir below the
steep ice which split it at mid-height was irritably tedious, and the opportunity
to rest again came almost as thankfully as the bus terminus must come to a
'merry' traveller. I noticed the lights of so many guided, guideless and other
wise intrepid Alpinists spill from the Argentiere hut, disclaiming no doubt, as
I have done and should do, the folly of expressing the wish to climb upon
mountains and the even greater folly of taking steps to do so-and pursued,
equally without doubt, by the cheerless visages of so many hut au-pairs. Not a
few lights snaked slowly towards the Triolet, more a classic now than ever,
though the camp-site grape-vine had indicated that its snows were in poor con
dition. I felt sure that the lights down upon the glacier, flaring and sparkling
and by this tracing every stumble and false foot upon the copy-book of the
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night, would find that indeed the snows would be soft and clinging.

It was therefore a great astonishment to discover that the ice barrier in the
centre of the couloir was well glazed with fine snow-ice which hugged pick
and crampon tenderly and made the process of ascent quick and exhilarating.
The ice steepened perceptibly towards half-way. However such was the thrilling
neatness of ascent that it was perturbing only later to be tacking up 70° ice,
beating over a slight bulge and to finish so close to the wind-or so it seemed
that one ran the risk of exceeding the finishing line. Looking over my shoulder
as I reached the upper snows I saw that the ice lay back slowly like an executive
relaxing in a deep chair at the day's end, so that one could never say where
the steepness ended and the snows began. I could visualise myself leaping into
view much as a fast car must do from the far side of a hump-backed bridge. In
pleasant exhaustion I again stood to attention facing the parading snows.

Some 9 hours later I arrived back at the Argentiere hut which seen from a
distance seemed to grow out of the moraine like a gall upon the wrinkled bark
of an oak tree, though this illusion was only one of many and not the most
apt for the mint exterior of the hut was as yet untarnished by weather so that
in the slanting sun it shone and sparkled like a burnished brass door-knob.

'Messner Piller?' I seemed to discern a question in the remark, though the
garrulous words which seemed to bubble from the throat of a heavy-set gentle
man hidden by black spectacles and glacier cream had all the suggestion of a
command to action. I had received this same instruction upon the occasion of
my previous visit to the hut 8 days before. Were the Germanic races unaware
of the other personalities who had chalked lines upon the Argentiere wall?
There was also the fact that the Piller, for a rock climb, had a considerable
amount of ice upon it. 'Nooo', I replied, a retort I had learned from my recent
experiences of Geordie linguistics. It has the sort of unanswerable finality to
it which cuts across international semantics and leaves the recipient of it in
silent confusion. Duvalier was sunning himself upon the portico having returned
from the foot of the Triolet some hours before. He was surprisingly cheerful
in spite of it.

Nine hours is a long time to spend upon this descent, ample time indeed to
enjoy the summit experience in fact and in retrospect. The summit, of course,
is the ultimate point of demarcation and with this firmly in mind one will spend

not a little time in idle contemplation of the fact. It is warming when idling
serves its own purpose rather than forming a restive period between moments
of fierce activity, which activity has a pointed purpose and from which one
may not abstain, no matter how delightful it may be. I lay prostrate upon the
summit snows. The sun rose above the mountain edge and then climbed above
the ring of cloud, a cloud strangely massive and volatile for the first hours of
day, casting a creeping orange-red stain upon the earth. A red ball of light
growing above the cloud; a flaming god returning once more to bear witness
to the first life, to record with patience the entries in the universal journal,
scanning the earth from edge to edge-missing nothing. I raised my hands to
warm them, as though giving an eastern salutation.
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The ridge to the Col des Cristeaux is a fractured edge of spikes and gendarmes,
separated in places by sharp-crested wedges of snow. The wind trips over the
ridge back, seeming to hiccup in its haste to swallow the morning glass of new
air. Everywhere there are traces of the boots and axes which carried the people
of the hut-as one tends to think of those who use huts and who are not
British, or familiar, if not from previous acquaintance then from a sort of ethnic
conspicuousness-to the top upon the previous morning. At the col itself the
heavily compressed snows laid evidence to its use as a giggling transit point.
From there, broken ground crashes into the wide couloir which falls to the
glacier. The couloir was scarred by a slushy treacherous runnel in which one's
crampons balled tediously and where cramponless boots were hopelessly in
adequate. The glacier itself was awash-like the draining board of a kitchen
sink on washing day.

Duvalier stirred. 'I will stay another day,' he said, boiling the water for which
I was thankful not to have to ask. Gulping down cup after cup of hot fruit
juice, concluding with a cup of borrowed tea-bag tea, I should have liked to
have lain back and gone to sleep. But the day was too hot and the hut and its
precincts so crowded I knew I should either wake deprived of all decision, for
sleeping under an Alpine sun will do precisely that, or I should not sleep at all.
It was a further 4 hours before I should slip into sumptuous sleep down in the
valley.
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